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Torino Process 2018-2020: National report, and
Skills for the future: The Agritech sector
Key findings and recommendations for action
On-line event organised by AMAL network.

DATE

June 30th 2020

The Torino Process is an evidence-informed analysis of Human Capital Development issues and
Vocational Education and Training policies responses in the ETF Partner countries. The process,
launched by the ETF for the first time in 2010, is in its fifth round of implementation that will be
completed in 2020.
ETF launched a new project in 2019 with the aim to support its Partner countries to improve the quality
and relevance of life-long learning to better respond to labour market needs. The project aims at
developing a methodology for analysing the dynamics of changing skills demand along with emerging
skills needs. As a first pilot case ETF has been working on the Israeli agritech sector.

There is a clear link between the two studies as in a sense the Skills for the future methodology
adresses one of the main issues emerged in the TRP analysis, i.e. how the Israeli TVET system can
better adress the skills needs expressed by the very dynamic national labour market.

Following the production of the Torino Process national report and the Skills for the future
methodology development and testing, this workshop will have the primary objective to present and
disseminate key findings and recommendations.
Specific objectives of the workshop are the following



Share with participants the key findings and recommendations of the Torino Process National
Report and of the Skills for the Future Study
Identify and agree specific actions to address the recommendations both in terms of short
quick-wins and longterm actions)

The expected outcome is the dissemination of the findings and recommendations and the
identification of agreed set of strategic and concrete action-oriented recommendations for Israeli
authorities and institutions. Such recommendations can as well inform the policy dialogue between
Israel and the European Union and the definition of future cooperation programmes.

10:50 - 11:00

Connection of participants
Session 1: Welcome and Introduction
Chair Anastasia Fetsi, Head of ETF Operations deprtment

11:00 – 11:40

Welcome of participants
Dr. Ronit Ashkenazy, Deputy Director general of AMAL
Dr Florence Azran, Chair of the TVET National Committee
H.E. Emanuele Giaufret, EU Ambassador to Israel
Dr Cesare Onestini, Director of ETF

Session 2: The outcomes and recommendations of the Torino Process
(TRP) Nfifth round and of the Skills for the future (SFF) study
Presentation of the key findings of the two analyses
Chair Anastasia Fetsi, Head of ETF Operations deprtment
11:40 -12:00

12:00-12:20

12:20-12:40

The TRP presentation will adress key HCD issues, possible VET policy gaps
to adress them, and preliminary recommendations
Ms. Yael Barak, ORT Israel and Ms. Reffaela Blass, AMAL Educational
Network
The SFF presentation will illustrate the new methodology and the results of
the pilot case study on the Agritech sector
Dr Riccardo Apreda, Studio Brodolini

Discussion with participants, including actions to address the
recommendations and Innovative TVET: The Way Forward from 2020 to
2030.

Session 3: The way forward
Reporting back
Moderated by Dr Eli Eisenberg, International innovator and expert for TVET
12:40 – 13.15
Wrap up and conclusions
Dr Florence Azran, Chair of the TVET Committee
Anastasia Fetsi, Head of ETF Operations Department

